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My trusty slow cooker has served me well for years and can serve you just as well.In this report,
Jeff Altman turns his attention to using your slow cooker to making wonderful fish dishes that
you will enjoy for years. Flaky and light fish dishes that will satisfy you and others and take very
little time to prepare.



Slow Cooker Fish Recipes for People Who Can't Boil Water Great Slow Cooker Recipes with
Fish You Will Enjoy Making for Years By Jeff Altman and the Staff of How2Cook.info Copyright
2010 Jeff Altman IntroductionI love to cook. Some years ago, I grew interested when I started to
date my second wife, Debbie. Much of our time together for years was spent cooking wonderful
meals for friends and families in our wonderful kitchen in Greenwich Village.Copper and cast
iron pots and pans were everywhere. Henkel knives. Waterford china. Beautiful silverware. It was
a rotating gourmet feast for one and all. Unfortunately, our marriage did not last (well, fortunately,
it didn’t because I never would have met my wife, Sharon, and our son, Jack) and we had to
divide up our 9 book cases of cookbooks and all of our cooking apparatus. I kept very little
except memories and one of those memories was the ease and wonder of using a slow cooker
to cook.Debbie would make a simple German pork chop recipe in our slow cooker that included
sauerkraut, Kitchen Bouquet and caraway seeds cooked slowly for most of a day. Turn on, wait
and eat.It was so good and we have it with a Gewürztraminer wine during cold winters and feel
comfortable with all in the world.After our divorce, I spent several years living in midtown
Manhattan and eating in great restaurants . . . until tearing my Achilles tendon while playing
volleyball. My kitchen was small and I needed an easy way to prepare meals other than having
takeout food delivered to my apartment and re-discovered the wonder of my slow cooker, one of
the few appliances I was permitted to keep.Friends would bring meat, vegetables and herbs to
me and I would fill it in the morning before work and return home to a wonderful meal (Because I
needed crutches to get around, I would put the food on a plate, place it on the floor and crawl on
my belly to the living room to eat in front of my tv).Now years later, in my home in Pennsylvania,
my slow cooker is still the centerpiece of my cooking. Because my wife is busy in her own right, it
allows me to prepare meals on the weekend to eat during the week when I return home from
New York after a long commute and not eat takeout food. Doesn’t that sound much better than
food from a salad bar, Chinese restaurant or delivered every night?I have included recipes of
many kinds for you to play with, all of which focus on fish. Fish is not something we normally
associate with the slow cooker but if you choose the right fish and recipe, you will love what you
prepare and you will do very little work. Don’t be afraid to experiment. It’s hard to make a mistake.
We have many more recipes at Jeff Altman & The Staff of How2Cook.info Fish Chowder 1 lb of
white fish like Orange Roughy
3 cups of fish or chicken stock
9 baby potatoes
1 cup frozen roasted corn
1/2 white onion
a handful baby carrots
heart of celery
3-4 cloves of
garlic 1/2 t
black pepper



                            salt (to taste, especially if using homemade broth)                   
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Jill Spooner, “Five Stars. Great”

The book by Sonja Overhiser has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 1 people have provided feedback.
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